Comparison of the finite element method, the multimodal method and the transmission-line model for the computation of vocal tract transfer functions
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Abstract

The acoustic properties of vocal tract are usually characterized by its transfer function from the input acoustic volume flow at the glottis to the radiated acoustic pressure. These transfer functions can be computed with acoustic models. Three-dimensional acoustic simulation are used to take into account accurately the three-dimensional vocal tract shape and to generate valid results even at high frequency. Finite element models, finite difference methods, three-dimensional waveguide meshes, or the multimodal method have been used for this purpose. However, these methods require much more computation time than simple one-dimensional models. Among these methods, the multimodal method can achieve the shortest computation times. However, all the previous implementations had limitations regarding the geometrical shapes and the losses. In this work, we evaluate a new implementation that intends to overcome these limitations. Vowel transfer functions obtained with this new implementation are compared with a transmission-line model and a proven, robust and highly accurate method: the finite element method. While the finite element method remains the most reliable, the multimodal method generates similar transfer functions in much less time. The transmission line model gives valid results for the four first resonances.

Index Terms: vocal tract, speech acoustics, vowel transfer functions

1. Introduction

Acoustic simulations of the vocal tract transfer function are a key element to understand the relationship between the vocal tract geometry and its acoustic properties. This is traditionally done using one-dimensional (1D) approaches, such as transmission-line models (TLM), which rely on a simplified description of the vocal tract accounting only for the variation of cross-sectional area. However, 1D models need to assume the propagation of plane waves, valid up to about 5 kHz.

In the context of articulatory synthesis, using a three-dimensional (3D) model of the vocal tract allows for the accurate estimation of the cross-sectional area function [1, 2, 3, 4]. On the other hand, using 3D acoustic simulation methods such as finite elements (FEM) ensures an accurate computation of the transfer function, even above 5 kHz [5, 6]. Thus, combining articulatory synthesis with precise 3D acoustic simulations seems promising for providing high-quality speech synthesis.

As a matter of fact, vowels and diphthongs have already been synthesized using the Artsynth FRANK biomechanical model [4] and FEM simulations [7, 8]. However, this type of combination requires a lot of computation time for both the biomechanical and acoustic simulations. Synthesising words or sentences would take so much time that only a few samples could be generated. Yet, generating connected speech is very important to study speech production. As an example, evaluating intelligibility or studying the effect of physical constraints on phonetics requires to synthesize speech with a time-varying vocal tract. Thus the objective of this work is to evaluate alternative methods which can potentially provide a better compromise between accuracy and computation time.

Using a geometric articulatory model, such as the one implemented in VocalTractLab [9], can reduce the computation time in comparison to a biomechanical model. On the other hand, the multimodal method (MM) [5] can reduce the simulation time compared to other 3D acoustic simulation methods. However, previous applications of the MM to the vocal tract had limitations in term of geometrical accuracy and modeling of losses. In this work, we used an improved implementation which addresses both of these limitations. In particular, the curvature of the tube sections is modeled using a geometrical transformation, whereas losses are introduced at the vocal tract walls through a surface impedance.

The theoretical complexity of the MM requires a careful validation. This is done by comparing MM with FEM, which is a robust, proven and highly accurate 3D simulation method [10, 11]. On the other hand, the coupling of FEM and a geometrical articulatory model offers already more flexibility than using a biomechanical model, and constitutes by itself an interesting approach. Finally, it was evaluated to what extent the 1D acoustic simulations differ from the 3D simulations to determine their benefit and in which frequency range they bring a real advantage. For this purpose, a TLM implemented in VocalTractLab was compared with FEM and MM.

2. Method

2.1. Vocal tract geometries

The vocal tract geometries were extracted from the articulatory synthesizer VocalTractLab 2.3 (www.vocaltractlab.de).
pressed as the summation of the local transverse modes $\phi$

$$p(X, Y, Z) = \sum_{n} p_n(X) \phi_n(Y, Z),$$

(1)

where $p_n(X)$ is the amplitude of the transverse mode $\phi_n(Y, Z)$ along the longitudinal dimension of the segment, and $(Y, Z)$ is the transverse plane.

The geometrical transformation is applied to the wave equation and the wall boundary condition

$$\left(\Delta + k^2\right)p = 0,$$

(2)

$$\hat{\nabla} p \cdot \hat{n} = -jk\mu p,$$

(3)

where $k$ is the wavenumber, $\hat{n}$ the outward pointing normal and $\mu = \frac{1}{\rho c Z}$, $\rho$ the volumetric mass, $c$ the sound speed and $Z_w$ the wall surface impedance. Using the Jacobian $J$ of the geometric transformation, one obtain an expression of Eqs. (2) and (3) in the transformed coordinates

$$\mathrm{div}\, H \hat{\nabla} p + \frac{k^2}{\det J} \hat{\nabla} p = 0,$$

(4)

$$H \hat{\nabla} p \cdot \hat{n} = -jk\mu \frac{p}{\det J},$$

(5)

where $H = \frac{1}{\rho c Z}$ and superscript $t$ meaning transpose.

A new physical field $q$ related to the acoustic pressure is introduced so that equations (4) and (5) can be expressed as a system of first order differential equations

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial X} \left( \frac{p}{q} \right) = \mathcal{M} \left( \frac{p}{q} \right),$$

(6)

where $\mathcal{M}$ is a matrix whose terms depend on the expression of $H$ and $J$.

Eq. (6) is then expressed as a function of the transverse modes $\phi_n$. It is solved by setting a radiation impedance boundary condition at the mouth end, enforcing continuity of the acoustic field at the segment interfaces, and implementing a source input volume velocity at the vocal folds end. The radiation impedance matrix is computed following the method presented in [14]. The field continuity is expressed using a mode matching matrix, as defined in [5].

Since the vocal tract cross-sectional shapes are quite different from simple shapes such as ellipses or rectangles, the transverse eigenproblem giving, in each cross-section, the modes $\phi_n$ and the corresponding propagation constants, is solved using 2D-FEM.

This method has been implemented directly in an extended version of the articulatory synthesizer VocalTractLab 2.3. A detailed presentation of this method is in the process of publication in a journal article.

2.3. Finite elements

The FEM approach in [15, 16] was used to numerically solve the mixed wave equation for the acoustic pressure $p(\hat{x}, t)$ and particle velocity $\hat{u}(\hat{x}, t)$. Losses at the vocal tract walls were introduced using the same $Z_w$ as in the MM. However, radiation losses were simulated by allowing sound waves propagate from the mouth exit into a semi-spherical computational domain, as in [8]. A Sommerfeld boundary condition was applied at its outer boundary to absorb incoming waves.

The vocal tract airway was meshed using tetrahedra of size $h \sim 3$ mm, whereas $h$ ranged between $[4, 5]$ mm in the outer
computational domain. A 50 ms time-domain simulation was run introducing a Gaussian pulse $q_i(t)$ [16] at the vocal tract entrance (glottis) as excitation. A time step of 2e-6 s was used for the numerical scheme. The acoustic pressure $p_o(t)$ was captured outside the vocal tract at a distance of 3 cm. The vocal tract transfer function was finally computed as $H(f) = P_o(f)/Q_i(f)$, with $P_o(f)$ and $Q_i(f)$ being the Fourier transforms of $p_o(t)$ and $q_i(t)$, respectively.

2.4. Transmission-line model

The articulatory synthesizer VocalTractLab provides two implementations of the TLM, in the time and frequency domains. The frequency domain implementation corresponding more closely to MM and FEM was used here. The radiation condition was set to a baffled piston, and all the side branches, the static pressure drop, the lumped element approximation and the inner length correction were deactivated. Boundary layer resistance, heat condition losses and Hagen-Poiseuille resistance were taken into account, but the soft wall option was deactivated because it was not taken into account in the FEM and MM simulations. Note that in the TLM implementation the boundary layer losses are frequency dependent, in contrast to the MM and FEM, which consider frequency-independent losses. Because of these differences, the bandwidths of the resonances are not comparable between the 1D simulation method and the 3D simulations and not further discussed. The theoretical basis of the implementation associated to this configuration is described in [17, 1].

3. Result and discussion

The transfer functions obtained with FEM, MM and TLM are presented in Fig. 2. They exhibit resonances in the frequency ranges expected for the simulated vowels. The male and female configurations have different resonance frequencies, which tend to be higher for the female configuration as the vocal tract is shorter for women.

The three simulation methods give reasonably similar resonance frequencies for the first four resonances: the average relative difference to the FEM is about 2% for TLM (maximum 6%) and 1.2% for the MM (maximum 5.1%). The first four resonance frequencies of the TLM are generally higher than those of the MM (with 3 exceptions for /a//male and female and /i//male that have 2 lower frequencies). This could be due to 3D acoustic effects not accounted for at the interfaces between the segments. A length correction model proposed to compensate for this phenomenon [18] has been tested (the option “Inner length correction” in VocalTractLab) but induced significantly more severe deviations from the FEM reference in the opposite direction. Thus, a more accurate model of this phenomenon would be necessary to further improve the accuracy of the TLM.

The FEM and the MM have globally very similar transfer functions, generating in most of the cases the same resonances and anti-resonances. The largest global differences are observed for the male /i/ and the /u/ for both genders (Figs. 2f, 2g and 2h).

The differences between FEM and MM in the range 2–4 kHz are a bit surprising in their extent and difficult to explain. See in particular for the vowel /u/ (Figs. 2g and 2h) the two resonances which are much closer to each other for MM than for FEM, yielding a relative difference of about 5%. Understanding the origin of this difference is of great interest since this frequency range includes the maximum of hearing sensitivity, and because singing techniques imply the control of resonances in this range [19, 20].

Above 4–5 kHz the transfer functions obtained with FEM and MM have a different aspect than at lower frequency. There are more variations in the number, amplitude, and bandwidth of the resonances between the different vowels and anti-resonances can be seen (except in Fig. 2a). This can be understood as the effect of higher order modes [5].

The TLM gives substantially different transfer functions than the 3D methods above 4–5 kHz, in particular the vowel /u/ (Figs. 2g and 2h). This can be easily understood as the consequence of the fact that the 3D aspect of the acoustic field cannot be accounted for by this simulation method. However, some differences could be potentially reduced using a more accurate approximation of the baffled piston radiation model: a low frequency approximation was used in this implementation.

Generally, the -3 dB bandwidth of the resonances is smaller for MM than FEM: of 58 resonances analyzed, 46 have a smaller bandwidth. The total average relative difference is of 18.1%. The difference is more pronounced for the female configuration: it is on average 19.9% and 16.4% for female and male resonances, respectively. It is also more pronounced for closed vowels: 21.6% for /i/ and even more for /u/, 25.7%, whereas it is 13.9% and 11.3% for /a/ and /u/ respectively.

The smaller damping of the MM may be related to the model of junction between the segments. In fact, it assumes the portion of vocal tract wall on the interface between two segments is perfectly reflective (assuming a 0 axial velocity) [5].

Given the small area implied, this is not expected to have a large impact on the simulation, but can potentially reduce the bandwidths of the resonances and shift the resonance frequencies. However, it could have a stronger impact for strong area discontinuities (e.g. a doubling of cross-sectional area). This may also explain the stronger difference in the range 2-4 kHz if it appears that the resonance in this frequency range imply reflection on strong discontinuities. On the other hand, the greater bandwidth difference for closed vowels may be due to the fact that more internal reflections are involved for these vowels. However, this needs to be confirmed with a proper modelling of the wall absorption at the discontinuities.

Another source of difference maybe the artificial stiffening introduced by the finite element discretization [21]. This can shift resonances and anti-resonances to higher frequencies. As an example, the anti-resonance, which occurs above 8 kHz in /i/ of the female configuration, occurs at a higher frequency for FEM (see Fig. 2e). This anti-resonance is the signature of a transverse resonance due to higher-order modes. The artificial stiffening would induce an overestimation of the cut-off frequency of the the higher order mode implied, and thus, of the anti-resonance that it generates. This effect diminishes when the element size is reduced. Thus, the difference between FEM and MM could be explained by the difference of element sizes used for FEM and for the computation of the propagation modes for MM (about 3 mm for FEM and 1.2 mm on average for MM).

In the MM the radiation is described by a radiation impedance matrix whereas FEM naturally accounts for radiation losses by allowing sound waves to emanate from the mouth. Given the relatively good agreement between both methods, it can be assumed that radiation is reasonably well modeled by both approaches. However, performing simulations with the same 0 pressure condition at the mouth surface, or extracting the radiation impedance matrix would more accurately confirm this.

Finally, the small geometric differences may also contribute to the differences between FEM and MM.
Figure 2: Vocal tract transfer functions of different vowels computed with finite elements (FEM), the multimodal method (MM) and the transmission-line model (TLM) implemented in VocalTractLab for female and male vocal tract geometries.

The TLM simulations run at real time. The computation time of the FEM is about 30 hours to simulate 50 ms using an Intel® Core™ i7-6700 processor, which allows us to obtain a transfer function up to 10 kHz with 1 Hz of resolution. Lower computational times could be achieved truncating the computational domain at the lip opening and imposing a radiation impedance on it, as in [11], which needs about 10 hours in a single processor to compute, in the frequency domain, 1000 frequencies. The computation time of MM is on average 40 minutes for 1000 frequencies with an Intel® Xeon® W-2145 processor with 3.7 GHz.

4. Conclusions

The MM generates transfer functions very similar to the ones obtained with FEM with a significantly shorter computation time. Thus, the implementation of the evaluated MM seems a promising method to reduce the computation time of 3D vocal tract acoustic simulations. However, significant differences remain to be understood, and thus the FEM remains for now the most reliable method for 3D acoustic simulations.

The TLM simulation generates valid results at low frequencies (for the first four resonances) in comparison with the 3D methods. However, improvements of the segmentation algorithm or the radiation condition modelling may further improve the accuracy and extend its frequency range of validity.
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